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PHYSICS OF THE AIR
But C is the position of any vertical face that reflects light to the observer at 0. Hence, the parhelic circle passes through the sun and is parallel to the horizon. Hence, also, it is superimposed upon such parhelia and parhelic tails as many coexist. Occasionally, therefore, one may be unable to distinguish between a portion of a parhelic tail and a segment of the parhelic circle. There can be no doubt, however, in regard to any portion that occurs nearer the sun than the appropriate positions of the parhelia of 22°. Such portion cannot be produced by refraction, and, consequently, must belong to the parhelic circle.
Since the formation of this circle requires a predominance of vertical faces, and since a simple columnar hexagonal prism tends not only to keep its major axis horizontal but, also, one of its faces down, it follows that the required vertical surfaces must be either the flat ends of such crystals, the near end acting by direct reflection and the far one by internal reflection; or the hexagonal faces of short columnar and tabular crystals whose near and far sides also act by direct and internal reflection, respectively.
Anthelion.—On rare occasions a bright white spot, known as the anthelion, is seen on the parhelic circle opposite the sun. Of course, all
crystals in the locus of the anthelion that contribute to the production of the parhelic circle also add to the brightness of the anthelion, but as the latter sometimes occurs when the circle is inconspicuous, or not even seen, it follows that the supplementary light must be accounted for in some other way. This extra illumination is due, as indicated by Fig. 209, to light refracted in through a vertical side of a horizontal columnar crystal and then back out by the same side, or in through the adjacent side above and out by the adjacent side below, after being internally reflected, in either order, by both the base and the opposite side. The reflected light has the same direction whatever the orientation of the crystal, but is conspicuous only when the base reflection is total—the side reflection, obviously, never can be total.
Anthelic Borders.—Horizontal, columnar crystals produce an anthelion, as explained, when two of their sides are vertical. If, however, these sides are more or less inclined, the reflected light will come from a point above, or below, and to the right or left, as the case may be, of the anthelion. Here, too, only that light which has been totally reflected by the base is at all conspicuous. Nor is this portion uniform? but
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FIG. 209.—Production of the anthelion.

